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What Is a Figure360? 

• A video version of a standard multi-panel 
figure 
– Author-narrated 

– 2−3 minutes long 

– Replicate feel of a conference presentation 

– Published with static figure online 

 



What Is a Figure360? 

• Visit www.cell.com/figure360 
 

 



What Is a Figure360? 

 

 



Complex Problems, “Simple” Solutions 



Complex Problems, “Simple” Solutions 



The Roots of Figure360 

• 2013−2014 

• Started with a clear OBJECTIVE and a 
focus on PEOPLE 

• Develop ideas for how to present content 
to readers to facilitate and enhance 
scientific research 
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Developing Personas 

Persona Role 

Marisol Graduate Student 

Carl Assistant Professor 

Kathy PhD Researcher 

Beth Post-doc 

Marian Institutional Librarian 

Hamilton Head of Research Lab 
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She has co-authored two journal articles, “Amphibian Population Declines: Evolutionary Considerations,” in 
Bioscience and another in Ecology Letters. She’s not a believer in the “least publishable unit” notion, in 
which one tries to publish whatever minimum amount of research might be accepted by a journal. She is 
collaborating with researchers in Florida and Oregon. She’s enthusiastic about the web for authoring but it’s 
still just getting started. To find collaborators she feels a need for a “scientific commons” solution, but her 
current use of a Listserv has proven to be unwieldy since she gets flooded with emails. In general, “literature 
overload” and “flood of emails” from publishers are a problem. The solution might require careful filtering, 
or just “pull” methods, no “push” like newsfeeds. Another frustration: “Figures are not always clear”.  

Persona   Beth, PhD, Environmental Postdoc 

Dr. Banning, 28 years old, is a postdoctoral researcher at the University of Washington, 
studying amphibian ecology. Her undergrad education was at University of Puget Sound. 
Her dissertation was on the effects of ultraviolet B radiation, in aquatic organisms.  
 
She’s a “comic book nut” and likes hiking in what little free time she has, after taking care 
of her mom and dad who she jokingly calls her “kids.” 

She has a detailed website, and profile on LinkedIn. She formed a group on 
Facebook about a month ago and they are writing a book chapter together. 
They post pictures and can keep in touch easy, but only have to look at it 
when she wants to. They use GoogleDocs for the writing; anyone with a 
Gmail account can edit the doc, like a wiki (socially edited content). Has 
also used a wiki for her job search, allowing people to post jobs.  

She likes the idea of open access but feels that having to pay to submit to 
them is a deterrent. It seems particularly important for developing 
countries, where environmentalism is crucial. Perhaps conservation 
journals will lead in open access. Maybe a blog per journal would be good 
to introduce what’s new. She thinks social tagging should eventually help 
with more objective and accurate retrieval of articles, but it’s not there yet.  
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“Literature overload” 

“Figures are not always 
clear” 
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Persona-Inspired Products 
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Figuring It Out 

• Editors created two F360 prototypes 
(2015) 

 

• Authors created four F360 videos for 
publication (2015) 

 

• Six-month pilot (May to October 2016) 
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Pilot Results 
• Published 31 videos in 11 journals 

• Key Metric: Do users perceive a high level 
of value  in F360 videos? 
– Does a F360 help users to better understand the data 

or content of a figure? 

• Yes: 66 percent 

– Does a F360 help users to more  
quickly comprehend a figure  

• Yes: 63 percent 
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• Prose Award! 



“Normalizing” Figure360 

• So far in 2017, we’ve published ~40 videos 
across our journals  

 

• Goal is to make Figure360 something 
authors and readers expect; normal part of 
workflow 
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Challenges: Visibility + Awareness 

• How do we make more prominent in PDFs 
and online? 

• How do we get authors to submit these and 
editors to recruit them? 

– Special issues 

– New journal launches 

– Editage collaboration 
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Questions 

Andy Smith 

Deputy Operations Supervisor 

an.smith@cell.com 
www.cell.com/figure360  


